
CLICHES TO AVOID WHEN WRITING A NOVEL

This means steering clear of clichÃ© and its sappy cousinâ€”melodrama. Here are 10 tips to help you do just that.

The purpose of each element in your fictional setting or world: If there are dragons in your fictional world,
why? I appreciate this is sometimes needed to develop the character's skills, but it could be done over a period
of time throughout the story, not just "six months later and she was the best in the class. Where to start It
makes narrative and dramatic sense to create fully rounded human characters who will face story challenges,
who will make active choices, and who will reflect and change as readers spend time with them. The world is
more believable, more historical, as a result. This is a tired trick in romance novels. Most sensational subjects
have been treated to death. Share this:. Why does your character want something? Another acid test for
melodrama is the tendency to resort to violence, either emotional catatonic seizures, gasps, screams, floods of
tears, verbal confrontations or physical fisticuffsâ€”or worse, depending on the caliber of melodrama and
available firearms. Martin Every person is complex and unique, and so should be every character in your
fantasy novel. Even better, show, through dialogue, this effect, rather than telling the reader that your
characters are arguing constantly. True, he often went hungry, and he suffered from incapacitating seizures. Or
just easily coerced? We've all got both light and dark inside us. But first person is a bit of a challengeâ€”how
do you convey what your character looks like without making them sound vain and self-obsessed? I've seen
this time and time again in stories and movies. Your character needs to have flaws, fears, and self-doubt from
time to time. Our stories should be stories that only we can tell, as only we can tell them. Making the parents
into monsters is an easy way to explain away bad behavior. Or, being told by the same girl that she loves him,
he boards a crowded subway and kisses everyone in sight, including a blind man and the conductor. Children
seem to be condemned as something cool girls don't like, which isn't true at all. A common mistake made by
many fantasy writers is viewing their world and characters in clear-cut black and white, rather than blurry
shades of grey. Share it in the comments section below. Too often, to create a beautiful love story, writers will
rely on perfection. There always seems to be one lost, legendary item that would control epic allies, destroy
the universe or, more often than not, vanquish evil from the world. They can and they do. The characters never
change. Her disdain of "girly" women just makes her seem catty. The love triangle is a staple, especially in the
romance and YA genres, and is not likely to be abandoned. Walk with a limp? Your book should still be about
something. Allow your characters to have flaws, allow them to make mistakes.


